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1 Reaching a 
Compromise 

committees
convention
debate
proposal
representatives
resolve
situation
union

  Approaching   joint, foul, coil, join, round, dawn, mouthful, counter, 
brought, hawks, fountain, straws, south, sauce, sprouts, cause, turmoil, 
scrawny, bounce, point

  On Level   joint, foul, coil, hoist, stout, dawdle, mouthful, counter, 
brought, bawl, fountain, sprawls, douse, clause, sprouts, cautious, 
turmoil, scrawny, foundation, turquoise

  Beyond   loiter, outnumber, poise, hoist, stout, dawdle, mouthful, council, 
wrought, bawl, fountain, sprawls, douse, clause, scour, cautious, turmoil, 
scrawny, foundations, renowned

2 Seeking the 
Answer

circumstances
consideration
consults
expectations
destiny
presence
reveal
unsure

  Approaching   rattlers, fangs, babies, liberties, couches, rodeos, taxes, 
reptiles, snakes, beliefs, enemies, batches, cities, lashes, families, losses, 
berries, bunches, zeroes, trophies

  On Level   rattlers, fangs, countries, liberties, potatoes, rodeos, taxes, 
reptiles, surroundings, beliefs, difficulties, batches, abilities, lashes, 
identities, losses, possibilities, notches, zeroes, eddies

  Beyond   rattlers, molecules, countries, calamities, potatoes, canopies, 
geniuses, reptiles, surroundings, beliefs, difficulties, crutches, mangoes, 
mosquitoes, identities, losses, possibilities, notches, zeroes, eddies 

3 Investigations behaviors
disappearance
energetic
flurry
migrate
observation
theory
transformed

  Approaching   jogging, dripping, skimmed, raking, amusing, saving, 
flipped, swimming, referred, injured, deserved, applied, relied, renewing, 
dared, studied, awaiting, checked, pitied, traced 

  On Level   jogging, dripping, skimmed, accepted, amusing, easing, 
regretted, forbidding, referred, injured, deserved, applied, relied, 
renewing, complicated, qualified, threatening, gnarled, envied, fascinated

  Beyond   accepted, shredding, skimmed, recognizing, amusing, easing, 
regretted, forbidding, referred, portrayed, dedicated, applied, unified, 
soothing, complicated, qualified, threatening, gnarled, envied, fascinated
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4 A Plan of Action assuring
detected
emerging
gratitude
guidance
outcome
previous
pursuit

  Approaching   he’d, she’d, that’s, what’s, doesn’t, there’s, you’re, wasn’t, 
we’ll, we’ve, we’re, couldn’t, I’ve, didn’t, they’re, shouldn’t, wouldn’t, 
you’ve, don’t, isn’t

  On Level   you’ve, she’d, that’s, what’s, doesn’t, there’s, you’re, wasn’t, 
we’ll, we’ve, we’re, couldn’t, I’ve, didn’t, they’re, shouldn’t, wouldn’t, he’d, 
don’t, isn’t 

  Beyond   you’ve, she’d, that’s, what’s, doesn’t, there’s, you’re, wasn’t, we’ll, 
we’ve, we’re, couldn’t, I’ve, didn’t, they’re, shouldn’t, wouldn’t, he’d, don’t, 
isn’t

5 Making It 
Happen

ambitious
memorized
satisfaction
shuddered

  Approaching   garden, jogger, fifteen, bottom, basket, mustang, absent, 
arrow, empire, blizzard, corner, goggles, dinner, checkers, injure, valley, 
fragment, gallop, vulture, clatter 

  On Level   dentist, jogger, fifteen, flatter, submit, mustang, absent, 
hollow, empire, blizzard, culture, goggles, summon, excite, kennel, valley, 
fragment, gallop, vulture, pigment

  Beyond   swerving, jogger, cinder, flattery, muttered, stubble, whimper, 
hollow, clammy, suspend, culture, stallion, summon, whinnied, kennel, 
canyon, fragment, gallop, vulture, pigment
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